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Chapter – 74

Hereafter
()

ns

ِ َ ﺖ وﻳ ْﺨ ِﺮج اﻟْﻤﻴ
ِ  ﻳ ْﺨ ِﺮج اﻟ
ِ
ض ﺑَـ ْﻌ َﺪ
َ ﻲ َوﻳُ ْﺤﻴِﻲ ْاﻷ َْر ْﺤ
َ ﺖ ﻣ َﻦ اﻟ
َ ُ ُ
َ ُ ُ َ ﻲ ﻣ َﻦ اﻟ َْﻤﻴ ْﺤ
ﻚ ﺗُ ْﺨ َﺮ ُﺟﻮ َن ۔
َ َِﻣ ْﻮﺗَِﻬﺎ َوَﻛ َٰﺬﻟ
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tio

He (Allah) brings forth the living from the dead, and brings forth
the dead from the living; and He revives the earth after its death; and
this is how you will be raised. (30:19)
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ِ
ِ ِِ ِ ِ
ﻳﻦ َﻻ ﻳُـ ْﺆِﻣﻨُﻮ َن ﺑِ ْﺎﻵ ِﺧ َﺮةِ ﻓِﻲ
َ ﺔٌ ﺑَ ِﻞ اﻟﺬـﻪ َﻛﺬﺑًﺎ أَم ﺑﻪ ﺟﻨ أَﻓْـﺘَـ َﺮ ٰى َﻋﻠَﻰ اﻟﻠ
ِ ﻼ ِل اﻟْﺒ ِﻌ
ِ اﻟ َْﻌ َﺬ
ﻴﺪ ۔
َ َ اب َواﻟﻀ

Sid

diq

ui

“Has he fabricated a lie about Allah, or is he possessed”? Not so;
but those who do not believe in the Hereafter are themselves in the
punishment and extremely off tracked. (34:08)

------------------

Dear People! The fear of Hereafter, anxiety for the presence in
God’s audience, His accountability and the answering, saves human
being from all misdeeds. So, all the time keep your attention towards
Allah ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻰ
ٰ ﺳﺒﺤﺎﻧﻪ و. Spend your life in His glorification and praise.
Remember! Anybody who took birth he will die as well.
Whoever is awakened he will sleep too, and whoever is sleeping he
will be aroused. ---- Just consider on a flame. It keeps on dying and
the immediate feed of oil brings into another blaze. ---- Similarly give
attention on your own self. Our body gets annihilation every instant,
every moment, some with respiration, some with perspiration, and
some with other things, and food gives its protection. In this way life
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and death, annihilation and protection continue. But, finally death has
to come. There are many who negate God, but nobody can deny for
death. So, be fearful for God and do something.
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Generally, denial for resurrection, non-acceptance for the
answerability in God’s audience, and the light mindedness for the
accountability of God are the main causes of all evils. Fear of fears is
the fear of God. There are less people who do good things, by
realizing that it is good. Whereas, there are many who leave evils by
the fear. The fear of police or the fear of army never gives trouble in
loneliness. But the fear of God remains effective in both private and
public. That is why Quran frequently draws attention towards
resurrection, and repeatedly gives fear for God’s accountability. This
world is the place to fear and to work. The punishment in Hereafter
virtually is an enlargement of world’s punishments. One who is
visionless in this world, he will be blind in Hereafter as well. If he is
not careful today, how he will be able to save himself from
punishment. ---- Ignorance with God is a curse.
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Dear People! As any substance never expires without God’s
orders, similarly acts and their affects also never perish. Of course!
Alterations in shapes occur. Heat changes into electricity, lightening
becomes sound, and sound creates motion. But none of them face
annihilation. Only shapes are converted.

Sid

diq

Every person carries his attributes. Actions have their affects.
Now think over it, that a man did good deeds all through his life. He
believed on God, and served the people of God. He spent all his life in
hardship and poverty. All these good deeds must be flourishing with
him. On the other hand, some wrongdoers are indulged in luxury.
They do injustice with people. They give torture to poor. So they
carry along their misdeeds. Their injustices remain responsive with
them. Sometimes it happens that, in this world, honest people do not
get rewards for their honesty, and dishonest people also do not get
their punishments. Man dies but he does not get its recompense.
Therefore there must be some other world where honest should get
reward, and dishonest should be punished. Hence, One day will
definitely come where justice would be there and reward and revenge
will be taken. God Says:

َ ﻓَ َﻤﻦ ﻳَـ ْﻌ َﻤ ْﻞ ِﻣﺜْـ َﻘ
ُرةٍ َﺧ ْﻴـ ًﺮا ﻳَـ َﺮﻩ َﺎل ذ
{So anyone who did a good deed equal to the weight of the minutest
particle will see it. (99:07)}
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َ َﻣﻦ ﻳَـ ْﻌ َﻤ ْﻞ ِﻣﺜْـ َﻘ
ُﺮا ﻳَـ َﺮﻩ رٍة َﺷ َﺎل ذ

{And anyone who did an evil deed equal to the weight of the minutest
particle will see it. (99:08)}
Look! Action and reaction is always remains equal. Every act
carries along its result, and every work always brings its outcome.

  
(Whatever you sow, same will be the harvest
Whatever will do, will get result accordingly)
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If you sow thorn and expect for flowers, it is stupidity and
absurdity. Moreover, man should also consider on his inner feelings.
If man does good work, his conscience will be happy. And when he
does bad work, he will feel disturbing. All these are the witnesses to
the forthcoming events.
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Some ignorant people consider that reward, punishment and
hereafter all are nothing. Just eat, drink and die. Some people (Hindu)
consider that after death one has to come again in this world. If you
have committed crimes and injustices, you will be punished. Your
rebirth in this world will be in the shape of animal and you will be
beaten as animal. They call it as transmigration. Sad to say! These
people did not understand the concept of punishment and reward.

Sid

Look! One person has spent his whole life in worshiping God
and faced lots of difficulties in this world. Would that good servant be
in need of good house or good food? Would his maximum desire to
be a King? ---- First of all, these days everywhere there is democracy.
Where is monarchy? Secondly, where is the actual desire of that
Truth-seeker? That fellow had left all the comforts and luxuries of this
world, as he already considered them as worthless. Then what will he
do if given monarchy? He is not needy of such things. If it is not his
desire then what comfort he can get out of it ---? In fact, unhappiness
and happiness is an attribute of soul. The pleasure of his soul demands
to have a look of God. If he does not get God’s look and God’s
contentment, then this world was already insignificant, now even this
‘hereafter’ is also irrelevant and immaterial for him.
Dear People! Just consider for yourself what you are? When it
is said ‘You’, does it mean your body? Or does it mean your soul? As
regards your body, when you breathe the out coming gas is carbon
dioxide. What it contains, simply the burnt material of your body. When
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you go the toilet, sufficient extra material of the body comes out.
When you sweat, another extra material is also discharged. Scientists
say that, between 7 to 12 years, your body becomes totally new. You
and your soul have some attachment with you, some binding with
your body. Everything changes but this relation remains intact. And
through this relation, your soul gets punishment, reward, grief and
comfort. Wherever this soul goes, whether it may be a dream world
()ﻋﺎﻟﻢ ﺣﻠﻢ, it may be a supernatural world ()ﻋﺎﻟﻢ ﻣﺜﺎل, it may be a
transitional world ()ﻋﺎﻟﻢ ﺑﺮزخ, or it may be an ultimate world ()ﻋﺎﻟﻢ آﺧﺮة, your
soul attains a body compatible to that world. In any case the
punishments and rewards are given physical to the body. However,
since body is without perception and ignorant and the center of
knowledge is your soul, therefore in one way it may be said that your
soul also gets punishment and reward.
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Dear People! What is the basic reason for the destruction of
religion and this world ---? In our opinion, forgetfulness of death and
negligence from God’s accountability are the basic elements. Look!
Everything has one cause or one reason. So all the things of this world
are useful then would it be right if it is said we are useless. Whereas
we claim that we are the ‘Most Honorable Creatures’. God has
created everything of this world for you, and your creation is for Him.
So you are not useless. You have some work to do. You are most
eminent. If you are so distinguished means the reasons of your
creation must also be prominent. You have obligations. You have
responsibilities. You will be asked about these things. You spend your
whole life in refuting the Orders of God then how you will face Him?
What answers you will give Him? ---- If public refute orders of the
ruler, they are punished. If children do mischiefs they are warned.
You keep on refuting Orders of the God, and consider that no one is
watching, neither you will die and rise again nor you are accountable
to the God!
Remember! Death is a fact, Heaven is a fact, and hell is a fact.
Punishments of this world given by the rulers are very short and for
few days. But God’s punishments would be severe and for long.
Nobody would save you from this, except God Himself. How long
will you sleep? Be awakened! And be prepared for the obedience of
God. You are very weak and God is great and powerful. Leave the
opposition of God and cover up yourself with His sheet of kindness.
After that this world is good for you and the hereafter will also be
good. God bless us for good. Amen.

------------------

